St. Sebastian School

2019 DISCOVERY DAY
Syllabus of Sessions, Activities and Presentations

1ST AND 2ND GRADES:
FUN WITH DIGITAL AUDIO - MR. STANDAL
Students will explore the world of digital audio by recording their own sounds into a portable DAW
(digital audio workstation) and creating a song with them.
DINOSAUR HUNT! - MS. BUNTIN from the MILWAUKEE PUBLIC MUSEUM
Join us on a trip back in time to the Mesozoic Era, where we’ll learn all about dinosaurs and the scientists
who study them! Students will have an opportunity to handle real dinosaur fossils and make their own
fossil replica to take home.
SHRINKY DINK CREATIONS - MRS. LICHUCKI
Kids will make their own art, then bake it and shrink it down to make charms and keychains.
CUPCAKES! - MRS. METZ AND MRS. PASS
Mrs. Metz is ready to help the 1st and 2nd graders decorate the cupcakes that Mrs. Pass graciously
donated for our big day. Frosting? Check. Candy sprinkles? Check. Edible decorations? Check. Kids will
decorate their own cupcakes and consume their creations. Sugar high? They’ll run it all off on the Tot Lot.

3RD AND 4TH GRADES:
THE BALLOON CREATION STATION - MR. KOLLUM
Students will get to try out a totally different kind of art! Some artists use paint, some use crayons, some
use Legos. Some artists use BALLOONS! Students will learn about the tools and techniques balloon artists
use to make balloon creations, and get a chance to create their own balloon art they can keep!
JUMP INTO GYMNASTICS - MR. GRINING from WILDCARD GYMNASTICS
What is gymnastics? Students will move to different stations, practicing skills, getting physical, and trying
new things.

TEMPTING TEMPERING - MRS. ROCHFORD AND MRS. RUNNOE
Learn what temperature does to chocolate in this tasty hands-on experience. We’ll see what happens
when chocolate is heated and cooled, and how it reacts to temperature, water, marshmallows and other
fun things. Treats? Oh, yeah.
ANTI-BULLYING UNDERSTANDING THROUGH MARTIAL ARTS - MASTER SERRANO
Master Serrano brings his message of anti-bullying and martial arts to our kids, getting them moving,
opening their minds, and understanding how to treat one another.

5TH AND 6TH GRADES:
TRANSFORMING T-SHIRTS - MRS. KALUMBULA from CLOUD 9 WORKSHOP
What do you do with a bunch of old t-shirts that don’t fit? Let’s turn them into cool shoulder bags and
bracelets. Mrs. Kalumbula will show us how.
DARTBALL - MR. PAGEL
A traditional Discovery Day activity is back! Mr. Pagel’s gonna get everyone into Dartball. It’s like darts
and baseball became best friends and decided to hang out in the Seb’s cafeteria.
FINGERPRINT LAB - MR. ARMSTRONG AND MS. AVILA from the WISCONSIN STATE CRIME LAB
Students will learn about the variety of services the Crime Lab provides to the state. They will learn how
to dust for fingerprints, collect the fingerprints and discuss what unique characteristics fingerprints have
that help identify them. It’s a real life CSI class!
PERSONAL PIZZA LAB - MRS. WEGER
Learn how to make your own personal pizza. The best part is you get to eat your creation.

7TH AND 8TH GRADES:
CONNECTING THROUGH IMPROV - MR. BETETTE from MOJO DOJO COMEDY
Do you want to communicate better with others, be a better listener and friend? We’ll use improv
exercises to improve listening and communication skills in a fun, creative way, so we can better connect
with each other.
ROCK CLIMBING WALL - ADVENTURE ROCK
A portable and perfectly safe mountain will be parked in the Seb’s playground to challenge students to
reach the top. Tackle the wall under the expert eye of Adventure Rock’s qualified team. Students will
learn about rock climbing technique and safety, and will have multiple opportunities to scale the wall.

INTRODUCTION TO LOCKSMITHING - MR. LARCH
We use locks everyday, but did you ever think about what it takes to maintain, install and understand
them? Mr. Larch will unlock (get it) your understanding of the locksmithing trade and open (see, I did it
again) your mind to the world of locks.
THE SCIENCE OF TYPE-1 DIABETES - MRS. BINGHAM-TYSON and MR. ROETHLE from the MEDICAL
COLLEGE OF WISCONSIN
Students will learn about Type 1 Diabetes and how doctors and scientist are working to learn more about
it to find better treatments and a cure. Kids will see a tissue freezing demonstration with liquid nitrogen
and make candy "blood" to take home. Kids will also learn about how they can help scientists by
participating in research at the Medical College.

